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Abstract In this paper, the architecture of a reconfigurable neural network 
implemented with mixed-signal VLSI hardware is presented. The proposed 
architecture provides a test substrate for mixed-signal hardware neuro-
computing in the area of visual processing. This design consists of a 
reconfigurable Artificial Neural Network (ANN) utilized as a more 
general-purpose visual processor with a 352 x 288 photodetecting sensor 
array, analog RAM, and off chip sensory signal processing capability. The 
CMOS sensor array possesses high performance readout circuitry and 
embedded data storage capability. For further compactness, a new template 
memory structure is built that requires about quarter of silicon size 
compared to previous designs. The VLSI chip comprises most of the 
modules of a sensory system and keeps tight relationship between the 
sensors and the processing neural network. 

1. Introduction 
In case of neural networks, quality-processing possesses reconfigurability. 
Reconfigurability of a neural network describes the ability to transform the network 
topology from a used one to a better one. This feature in mind can provide several 
advantages compared to fixed topologies where the interconnections of neurons are 
commonly hardwired in a VLSI chips. Firstly, the network can turn to a more general 
problem solving network since new problems often call for different topologies. 
Secondly, some problems require decision regions to be set properly by the 
rearrangement of neurons in additional layers in order to converge to the desired 
solution. Further importance of reconfigurability is network resolution that depends on 
the number of synapses connected to the summation node in order to alter computation 
accuracy. 

Considering all of the mentioned reasons of reconfigurability, we designed a mixed-
signal VLSI architecture for neural networks with programmable topology. With our 
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work, we aim to provide a test substrate for mixed-signal hardware neuro-computing in 
the area of visual processing. 

Besides the architectural ability of exploiting different network topologies in visual 
processing, the sensor of this chip needs to provide quality image acquisition. Quality-
imaging demands high performance pixel and readout circuits for technology scaling 
down below 0.35 micrometer. For 0.25 and 0.18 micrometer technologies, leakage 
current and lower quantum efficiency are dominant factors and can massively degrade 
the photosignal [1]. For quality-imaging, we utilize the shared zero-bias buffer that has 
proven ability keeping dark current of the photodiodes and the leakage current of the 
switching transistors at low values [2]. 

The proposed chip is effective in system integration where the chip contains most of the 
modules, such as image acquisition, analog/digital processing, and memory. This 
quality is obtained by the implementation of a more compact template/weight memory 
structure. For further compactness and integration, we also introduce a new sensor 
circuit where analog RAM is embedded in the sensor array. 

In the second section, the overall architecture of the vision chip is presented. The third 
section details the basic module of the reconfigurable network: the three weighted input 
neuron. The fourth section describes the sensor array with the embedded analog RAM. 
The fifth section is focusing on the new template memory, its structure and operation. 
We conclude our design with simulated chip performance regarding to speed and the 
sizes of the sensor array, the arithmetic, and the template memory. 

2. The Overall Architecture of Vision Chip 
The overall architecture of the proposed vision chip is shown in Figure 1. The 
arithmetic unit of the chip can receive data from two different sources, the on chip 
optical sensor and an external sensor (also can be other then optical). Analog to digital 
converter (A/D) is placed between the sensed analog signal and the input of the 
Programable Logic Unit (PLU).  The PLU receives a programmable interconnect 
pattern from the Control RAM module in order to ensure rearrangement of data between 
some already stored input values and the Configurable ANN. The stored input values 
are in registers that are part of the PLU. This unit is also able to reconfigure neural 
connections depending on the network topology chosen. The Reconfigurable ANN that 
performs the arithmetic of the network receives both the weights and the input, or the 
feedback signals. This unit consists of ‘three weighted input neuron’ modules, the basic 
modules of the configurable network, also described in the third section. With the aid of 
this module, the support of different topologies [3]-[8] are established The 
Reconfigurable ANN unit can include multiple hardware cores working in parallel [6] 
or other architecture based neural networks [7]-[8]. Feedback or multilayered topologies 
can be established via the Sensor/ARAM or directly from the Switch Matrix. The 
Optical Sensor Array is able to detect visual information via an on board 352 x 288 
photodiode array or operate as an analog random access memory (ARAM) storing data 
in a 176 x 144 array. The ARAM is also able to work as 176 x 144 digital bit RAM 
(equivalent to 3.2 Kbytes capacity). 
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Figure 1. The overall architecture of the vision chip consists of the Configurable 

Artificial Neural Network, the Programmable Logic Unit, the redesigned template 
memories, their control circuitry, and the Optical Sensor/ARAM Array 

3. The Basic Module of the Reconfigurable Neural Network 
The reconfigurable neural network is built of multipliers, adders, and other simple 
digital circuits that are able to take two main configuration states. The first state forms 
m pieces of CNN (CASTLE) architecture working in parallel and the second state forms 
a Multilayered Feedforward Neural Network (MFNN) or a Hopfield network as we 
described in [7] and [8]. The neural network is built out of modules where one basic 
module is a three weighted input neuron shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. The three weighted input neuron, the basic module of the configurable neural 

network. 
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The module is similar to the neurons presented in previous publications, but it also 
includes an additional adder, a decoder, a multiplexer, and three demultiplexers. The 
modules can be cascaded through ports hin and hout. Depending on the control signal 
s<0:1>, the module can multiplex (p1T1) or (p1T1+p2T2) or (p1T1+ p2T2+ p3T3) to the left 
neighboring module or can receive the same values of the right neighboring module. 
Control signal s<2>=1 defines zm in CNN or Un in Hopfield, s<2>=0 disables this port 
by adding zero to the sum. The m letter in the subscript is the number of modules and n 
is the number of neurons in the MFNN or in the Hopfield network. 

4. The Sensor/Aram Array 
Because of scaling down of CMOS technology, photodiodes have much lower quantum 
efficiency (QE) and transistors possess dominant leakage currents [9] that overall, 
massively degenerate the photosignal in simpler but high resolution source-follower-
per-detector (SFD) sensor arrays [10]. Quality image acquisition, however; requires 
high-performance circuitry that keeps the detectors’ current stable and at low bias in 
order to minimize dark current and detector noise [11]-[12]. Our choice of high 
performance readout circuit is the shared zero-biased-buffer circuit with four n-
diffusion/p-substrate photodiode as it is suggested [13]. 

 
Figure 3. Unit Cell comprises differential amplifier, complementary switch (MCP1 and 

MCP2), and four photodiodes with switching transistors (MR1-M-R4) 

We applied two modifications to the circuit as shown in Figure 3. Firstly, we store 
analog signals on the integration capacitor Cint by applying analog signal at the input of 
the complementary switch consisting MCP1 and MCP2. The complementary switch either 
charges the capacitor to the voltage of analog signal (the array is utilized as Analog 
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RAM) or resets the photodiode to voltage VDD. Secondly, we utilize only one 
transistor, MDB between the switching transistors of the photodiodes and the integrating 
capacitor. This solution provides lower input impedance to the detector, 

)1/( AgR min +=  where gm is the transconductance of MDB and A is the voltage gain of 
the differential amplifier. The gain of the operational amplifier is designed to be 80 V/V 
operated at common voltage of 150 mV (Vcm). Lower input resistance provides higher 
injection efficiency, increases bandwidth and decreases input referred noise [14]-[16]. 
The buffer with one transistor gives a more stable (still close to zero) detector bias 
voltage for a wider input range of photocurrent compared to the original circuitry, with 
the diode connected transistor. The reverse detector voltages are compared in Figure 4. 
Because of leakage currents the design includes 3.3 voltage thick oxide transistors for 
the complementary switch (MCP1 and MCP2) and for the follower (MN1). 

 
Figure 4. The Comparison of reverse detector voltages of the readout circuit with only 

one and with diode connected transistor 

5. Template Memory 
The Figure 5. shows the traditional template memory [4], [5]. The disadvantages of this 
solution are the big area on silicon (or on FPGA). 

 
Figure 5. The traditional template memory 

The reconfigurable template memory is shown in Figure 6. The template memory 
consists of thirty registers and multiplexers. The accuracy of the registers is twenty-four 
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(3 x 8) bits. The templates’ bus accuracy is eight bits. The registers are loaded via this 
bus. 

 
Figure 6. The reconfigurable template memory 

The templates are treated as three by eight registers. The registers are used for three by 
three templates. The “Coder” creates thirty different clock signals to control the thirty 
template registers as shown in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. The different clock signals and the Templates bus 

This CNN operates with 3 x 3 templates. One register contains one row of templates. 
So, the template memory is able to store thirty templates. From these rows the templates 
are assembled. The CASTLE architecture works with four registers to store a template. 
Our solution utilizes only one register. Figure 8 shows that the new template memory is 
more compact. 
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Figure 8. On the upper graph, the number of flip-flops, on the under graph, the realized 

silicon size of the traditional and the new solutions vs. the number of templates are 
depicted. 

This circuit-solution realizes thirty memory-blocks but only thirty registers and 
multiplexers are used in the template memory. 

6. Conclusion 
The design of a reconfigurable neural network built, using CMOS VLSI has been 
presented. The utilization of new blocks, namely the reconfigurable Artificial Neural 
Network and the reconfigurable template memory, has made the neural network in 
terms of computation more general and efficient. In this paper, we did not argue the 
kind and the structure of the network topology for different visual tasks but rather 
provided an architectural solution with which a test bed for mixed-signal hardware 
neuro-computing in the area of visual processing can be established. The system is more 
compact compared previous solution [5] because the sensor array consists of analogue 
RAM and the template memory includes quarter amount of registers in comparison with 
the original CASTLE architecture [4], [5]. The new structure of template memory is 
able to store up to thirty templates. The area and speed performance of a pixel and some 
of the important digital modules are summed in Table I. 

Table 1. The simulated results 

 Pixel cell Register 
(8 bit) Multiplexer/neuron One neuron 

arithmetic 
Size on 
silicon 
[µm2] 

13 2520 705 340428 

Delay 
[ns] 330 0.5 0.5 0.5 
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